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This slide set is a result of the project, in which VTT studied
organizational tensions. The project was funded by the Finnish Work
Environment Fund, VTT and two participating organisations in 2017-
2019. The slide set handles following questions:

What are organizational tensions?

How to identify and categorize organizational tensions?

How to improve ways for dealing with tensions in an organization?

Tensions as a source of renewal
Means for organizations to explore and exploit tensions



What are organizational
tensions?
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§ Manifold contradictions are colouring
the everyday life in organizations
§ Tensions are seen as errors,

disturbances and managerial failures;
personal conflicts between individuals;
the ”irrational dimension of an
organization”
§ Defensive attitudes towards tensions

often leads to situations where
discussing them openly is avoided
§ Defensiveness has its roots in the

logic of mass production, considering
organizations as ”machines”

What are organizational tensions?

An example of an organization where the
stories told by personnel and management
are contra dictionary or contain tensions



”The personnel hasn’t understood what the change is about”
”The personnel’s viewpoint is too restricted”
”The personnel is not committed to the change and to the organization”
”Part of the employees have personal difficulties in adjusting to
the situation and their responsibilities”

”We shall share more information”
”We shall provide more professional guidance”

”We shall take the issue up in the next personnel day”
””We shall provide more opportunities for participating”

What to do?
§ Conclusions on organizational conflicts

may be based on oversimplified
reasoning. Then the management may
start solving them with rapid top down
actions in order to be effective and
consistent

ØThis may yield some short time relief.
However, it may strengthen the tension in
the long run, if the background causes are
neither understood nor discussed openly

ØFurther, defensive strategies do not
provide means for understanding
persistent tensions and dealing with them
in a more sustainable way.
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§ Tensions are mismatches or contradictions between different
circumstances and operational models, emerging from the dynamics and
the abundance of alternative choices
§ In a complex environment, tensions are a natural feature and even a

necessary phenomena in organizations. As such, they are neither good
nor bad.
§ Tensions arise constantly due to various contradictions, both inside an

organization and in its relations with the outer environment
§ Tensions have ”two faces”: They do cause both organizational and

individual challenges and problems. On the other hand, they are important
indicators and energizers in organizations.
§ Tensions indicate where to pay attention. They help in creating new

solutions and ways to act in the best case.

How to describe tensions in a more fruitful way?



How to identify and categorize
tensions?
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A

B

C

D

Paradox Dilemma Dialectic problem

Tensions reflecting persistent
contradictions between
interdependent elements.

Tensions that can be dealt as two
mutually exclusive alternatives.
Dilemmas are solved by assessing
pros and cons related to both
alternatives. Then the best solution
is chosen. Tensions are perceived
as conflicting interests.

Tensions, where combining contra-
dictionary alternatives A and B
yields to a new solution C. C is a
synthesis and eventually a new
alternative D, contradictory to it,
may emerge

B
A

How can organizational tensions be
identified and categorized?

(modified from Smith & Lewis 2011)

A

B

In various organizational theories, tensions have been considered as paradoxes,
dilemmas where one has to choose between two contradictory alternatives, as well as
dialectic problems where a consensus is sought
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Straightforward
questioning:
Be brave enough to
examine the prevailing
working principles

Strategic questioning :
To motivate continuous
development, challenge
overly simplified solutions

Reflective questioning :
Explore the reasons
behind the various and
contradictory perspectives
and  opinions and map
connections between
them

Circular questioning:
Explore actors’
contradictive perspectives
and the reasoning behind
them

Mess
Problem

A

B

Dilemma

Paradox

Workable
entity

Identifying tensions

(modified from Lüscher and Lewis 2008)

In practice, it may be helpful to make sense of organisational tensions for instance using the
categorization shown below, considering them as a problem, dilemma and a paradox.
Our perception affects the ways how tensions can be dealt with. The picture shows examples
on how different types of questions can be used to work with a tension as a problem, dilemma
and a paradox in order to define workable goals.
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LEARNING
Tensions related to time span

Presentó future issues
Main focus in pastó

future

ORGANIZING
Tensions related to ways of

operation
Centralized ó distributed

action
Loose ó tight coupling
Tight controló Freedom

IDENTITY
Tensions related to distribution

of work, leading to
contradictions in:

- roles
- identities
- values

PERFORMING
Tensions related to

organizational goals and
strategies

Local ó global action
Social ó financial focus

Persistent tensions
in organizations

(modified from Smith & Lewis 2011)

§ Persistent tensions in organizations
are called paradoxes. Paradox can be
used as a ”lens” or a tool for
understanding persistent tensions.

§ Persistent organizational tensions can
be categorized as those related to
learning, organizing, identity and
performing

§ These persistent tensions must be
dealt with consistently. Their effects
vary at different organizational levels
and on different actors. Any one-and-
only solution to them does not exist .



Case study A:
Tensions in a public organization
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§ The object of the study was municipal library service where several
changes had been made to optimize and improve the services
§ The goal was to improve communality and coherence in the working

community
§ Based on interviews of key persons, the core tension proved to exist

between constant improving efficiency and simultaneous the expansion
of the activities. This had an extensive effect on the personnel.
§ Contradictory stories (narratives) were told by the management and the

personnel
§ In a co-creation process with the steering group rather simple means

were utilized to mitigate the core tension and make the actions more
transparent (e.g. use of an annual clock for recurrent activities was
introduced)



Example 1 on
dealing with
tensions
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Perceptions on goals and priorities
Clear direction

The aim is to realize everything
defined in the strategy

ó
Unclear and fluctuating

The goal is to define the focus by
oneself

Perceptions on the functionality
of the organization

The way of working is
communicative, working collectively in

teams

ó The way of working is function
and resource oriented

Perceptions on development

Emphasis on forerunner status,
adopting new technology and

innovativeness - > willingness to
develop

ó Recession, backwardness, fears
-> obligation to develop

Perceptions on change management

Dictatory corporate management ,
scarce resources and uncertain future,

own job jeopardized

ó Adjustment and emphasis on
innovativeness and learning

Perceptions on personal features
Applicability of personnel is based

on personal features
The management does nor wants to

communicate

ó Applicability of personnel
emphasizes co-operation and

community
The management acts openly

Perceptions on work and its meaning
We achieve results and succeed

Customers value our work
ó We are inadequate

Customers’ expectations are
contradictory and impossible to fulfil



Case study B:
Tensions in a safety critical organization
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§ The object of the study was the development of the safety information
data management in a globally acting process industry enterprise
§ Two different organizations were responsible for the system, and they

could not agree on who’s responsibility was to feed certain data in the
system. When unsolved, this seemingly rather simple issue caused
continuous complications in the everyday work
§ We found rather manifold deeper tensions behind this issue, connected

as well to the relations between the organizations and professional
identities as to some contradictory features of the IT system
§ The study helped the organization to assess the ”simple” IT problem

using paradox lenses, as a wider socio-technical question, and to make
sense of its background causes



Example 2 on
dealing with
tensions
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Perceptions on the nature of the problem and its solution: straightforward or complex
Tightly focused, simply a matter of

making a decision
ó Complex, widely affecting, a difficult matter

of negotiations

Perceptions on the relationship of the two organisations
Close, dependent, common interests,

either easy to agree of to client to decide
by themselves

ó Different interests, optimal solution for both
organisations can’t be found, option to refuse

exists
Perceptions on the nature of the task in question

Important routine task, suitable as a
part of expert work

ó Simple, frustrating, waste of expert’s time

A job for a hired person ó A routine task which is not suitable as a
main task

A routine task for a temporary work
force

ó Requires good knowledge, extensive
familiarization and commitment

Perceptions on IT solutions and information systems
Makes work easier and more effective ó Slows down work and makes it more

difficult
Optimal tool for each specific task ó Tools should compatible with each other

The reliability and usability should be
as good as possible

ó Tools have good and poor features –
users will adapt

If it is good, it is good for all Each user may have different needs

Perceptions on change
The system should be replace by

better just now
ó Introducing a new system would cause

costs, trouble, and risks. The current system
is serviceable if fixed

Investment ó Improvement of own practices
Long term profitability. ó Immediate profitability

Promise for better raise hope ó Waiting for better frustrates



How to improve ways for
dealing with tensions in an
organization ?
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§ There is no one-and-only right way for resolving tensions. Instead,
organizations should develop a variety of working methods and assess
their applicability in different situations. This ability for adaptive action can
also be called organizational resilience.
§ The next slide shows an example of a sparring process, where the middle

management of an organization was supported in transition to self-
organizing teams (Lüscher and Lewis 2008).
§ Tensions related to the change were explored actively and examined using

several lenses: problems to be solved, dilemmas and paradoxes. These
helped in drafting workable goals.
§ The sparring process helped the managers in perceiving tensions and

accepting their paradoxical nature. On this basis they learned to seek
“both-and” solutions to persistent tensions, besides “either-or” solutions.

Living in tensions and resilience
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Problem:
Cleaning a mess

Dilemma:
Either/ or choice

Paradox:
Conceptualizing
interconnections

Workable goal

Questions
related to
Identity

• How can I build a
strong team  with such
different members?

• Should I EITHER set
common goals for the
team OR  stress
member differences?

• BOTH, promote unity
AND value and
emphasise diversity

• In order to create a consistent
team. treat team members
according to everyone’s needs
and preconditions

Questions
related to
performing

• How can I delegate
tasks that I could solve
best by myself

• If my team becomes
self-managing, what will
be my role?

• Should I EITHER direct
my employees OR let
them gain the
experience?

• Should I EITHER
manage OR let my
employees manage?

• BOTH, lead the way
AND recede into
background

• BOTH top-down
AND bottom-up
management

• Share your experience with
employees to help them learn to
solve problems by themselves

• Create optimal conditions for
teams so they are able to
become self-managing

Questions
related to
organizing

• How can I establish
self-managed teams
when my employees
are not motivated to
change?

• How can I build a
successful team midst
of this mess?

• Should I EITHER force
team building OR
respect my employees´
wishes?

• Should I EITHER build
the teams now OR wait
that the situation
becomes clearer?

• Change is BOTH
expected to have
meaning for people
AND meaning is
created through
changed action

• Promote BOTH a
change AND a
stability

• Foster motivation for the new
teams throughout the ongoing
process of team building

• Build flexible, supportive teams
capable of operating in
turbulence

An example of exploring an organizational
change through different lenses

(modified from Lüscher and Lewis 2008)
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§ Ignoring persistent tensions easily leads to a vicious circle. In the worst
case, this strengthens contradictions and enforces the negative effects of
tensions.
§ The following slide describes active processing of paradoxical tensions in

an organization by taking latent tensions in a collective discussion and
decision making.
§ Accepting paradoxes as a normal part of organizational life helps dealing

with them. Further, it enables to identify and choose multiple situational
options to proceed.
§ It is also good to notice that being restricted to linear logic (unambiguous)

reasoning, or actions emphasizing only one side of a tension, can lead to
enforce tensions and contradictions.

Active processing of persistent tensions



Latent tensions
Contradictory yet interrelated
elements embedded in
organizing processes that
persist because of
organizational complexity and
adaption

Paradoxical resolution
Iterative and continuous process to
conceptualize situational ways to
adopt and act ,

Salient tensions
Contradictory yet interrelated
elements expected by
organisational actors

Sustainability
Short-term peak performance
that fuels long-term success

Choose A

Choose B

Adopt A-B

Acceptance
Embracing paradoxical tensions
via “work through” strategies

Management strategiesParadoxical tensions Outcome

Factors rendering tensions salient
Environmental factors:
• Plurality
• Change
• Scarcity
Actors´ paradoxical cognition

Factors spurring virtuous cycles
Individual factors:
- Cognitive and behavioural complexity
- Emotional equanimity
Organizational dynamic capabilities

Factors spurring vicious cycles
Individual factors
• Cognitive and behavioural drive for

consistency
• Emotional anxiety and

defensiveness
Organisational forces for inertia

Active processing of paradoxes

(modified from Smith and Lewis 2011)



Scarcening
resources
Optimizing municipal
finance situation

Widening core
task of the library
Library as citizens’
common living roomTo be solved by

management

To be solved at
personal level

Job
circulation

Prioritizing own
assignments

Using no substitutes

Flexibility – extra
work, overload

Flatter
organizing

Learning in
new tasks

Making own
working ways
more efficient –
focusing on own
competences

Small steering
group – efficient
decision making

Common
events

Collaboration
networks

To be solved in the
working community

Common rules,
collective sharing

or work

Horizontal teams

An example of acting on tensions

§ In today’s library services
there exists a persistent
tension between
decreasing resources and
widening core task
§ This causes several

interconnected tensions in
the everyday work
§ The organization used

various methods at
different levels for solving
tensions and moving
forward



National and
institutional
effects

Mega trends
Networks and stakeholders

How does the tension
look like and how is it
interpreted from the
perspectives of top and
middle management
and personnel?

Organization How is the tension
perceived from the
perspectives of different
outside actors?

What kind of elements
are connected to the
tension at a general
level?

DESCRIBE A TENSION
E.g.  a simple issue that appears impossible to
solve, and issue that causes friction and that needs
constant attention

What kinds of non-favourable effects are there?
What kinds of favourable effects are there?

Individual
What kinds of effects
has the tension on
individuals and what
kinds of emotions
does it evoke?

Framework for analyzing tensions

§ A tension may look like
a conflict between two
individuals but it may
reflect various
phenomena at different
levels
§ Versatile and cross-

level examination of
tensions provides a
basis for developing
more workable ways to
act
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2. Treating tensions as ”bundles” widens
understanding on how different elements
interact and what kinds of surprising
effects and opportunities may emerge;
e.g. centralized management vs. self-
organizing

1. It is difficult to predict the
effects of solutions, if a
problems or tensions are
dealt one by one, for
example, ”an inadequate
commitment” as a single
problem

3. Exploring tensions from various
perspectives helps understanding their
wider backgrounds and effects
• individual perspective (employee)
• organization as a whole vs. units vs.

teams
• Institutional vs. national vs. global

4. Tensions can be fruitfully dealt
with via communication.
Organizations can be helped to
identify and interpret tensions; to
find solutions and to change
prevailing organizational
narratives and, as a result, to
change actions

What did we learn?
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Be curious – give space for different opinions!

Analyze from several perspectives – observe interconnections!

Create collective solutions – try out!

Adopt different development methods as a continuous iterative
process!

Summary of living in tensions

A living and well-functioning organization will never be
finished – it is in a constant state of change!
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§ Link to final report: (only in Finnish)
https://cris.vtt.fi/en/publications/j%C3%A4nnitteist%C3%A4-uutta-voimaa-keinoja-
organisaatioille-j%C3%A4nnitteiden-t
§ Lüscher, L.S & Lewis, M.W. 2008 Organizational change and managerial sensemaking:

Working through paradox.- Academy of management Journal, Academy of Management
Journal 2008, Vol. 51, No. 2, 221–240
§ Nieminen, M., Talja, H., Heikkilä, J.-P., Airola, M.,  Viitanen, K., Tuovinen, J. (2017).

Muutosjoustavuus. Organisaation resilienssin tukeminen. VTT Technology 318: VTT.
https://www.vtt.fi/inf/pdf/technology/2017/T318.pdf
§ Smith, W. & Lewis, M . 2011- Toward a theory of paradox: a dynamic equilibrium model

of organizing. Academy of Management Review 36(2011) 2, 381–403
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